Chemogenomics knowledge-based strategies in drug discovery.
In the postgenomic age of drug discovery, targets can no longer be viewed as singular objects having no relationship to one another. All targets are now visible and the systematic exploration of selected target families appears to be a promising way to speed up and further industrialize target-based drug discovery. Chemogenomics refers to such systematic exploration of target families and aims to identify all possible ligands of all target families. Because biology works by applying prior knowledge to an unknown entity, chemogenomics approaches are expected to be especially effective within the previously well-explored target families, for which, in addition to the protein sequence and structure information, considerable knowledge of pharmacologically active structural classes and structure-activity relationships exists. For the new target families, chemical knowledge will have to be generated and beyond biological target validation, the emphasis is on chemistry to provide the molecules with which their novel biology and pharmacology can be studied. Using examples from the previously most successfully explored target families, the GPCR family in particular, we summarize herein our current chemogenomics knowledge-based strategies for drug discovery, which are founded on the high integration of chem and bioinformatics, thereby providing a molecular informatics frame for the exploration of the new target families.